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REPORTED SPEECH:

1. “I will go to the cinema with my friends tomorrow.“
Tom said _______________________________________________________________.

2. “We haven’t seen your new film yet, but we are going to see it tomorrow.”
The reporters told Leslie Nielsen _____________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________.

3. “The Children have to be careful!”
The man warned her _______________________________________________________.

4. “We heard the screams that were coming from the window, but we didn’t see the killer.”
Mr. and Mrs. Smyth informed the police ___ ___________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________.

5. “My girlfriend has been training all day! She is terribly tired and she is crying.”
Carl explained ___________________________________________________________
He mentioned ____________________________________________________________.

___/10

REPORTED SPEECH – WITH QUESTIONS AND COMMANDS:

6. “Where is Pete? I haven’t seen him for 2 hours. Bring him here immediately!”
Mother ________________________________________________________________.
She ___________________________________________________________________.
She _________ me  ______________________________________________________.

7. “Haven’t you done your homework yet? Do it right away!”
Dad  __________________________________________________________________.
He _________ me _______________________________________________________.

8. “Don’t go through this door, Pauline! It could be very dangerous!”
The man  _______________________________________________________________.
He ____________________________________________________________________.

9. “Why did you call me, Tom? Was it important?”
She ___________________________________________________________________.

10. “Never shout at your teacher!” (advise)
They _____________ the children ___________________________________________.

___/10
 

Key: 1. that he would go to the cinema with his friends the next day. 2. that they hadn’t seen his new film yet, but they were going to see it 
the next day. 3. that the children had to be careful 4. that they had heard the screams that had been coming from the window, but they hadn’t 
seen the killer. 5. that his girlfriend had been training all day.  that she was terribly tired and she was crying.
6. asked where Pete was. said that she hadn’t seen him for 2 hours. told me to bring him there immediately. 7. asked if I hadn’t done my 
homework yet. told me to do it right away. 8. warned Pauline not to go through that door. said that it could be very dangerous. 9. asked Tom 
why he had called. wanted to know if it had been important. 10. advised the children never to shout at their teacher.
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